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Abstract 
Time operator can be introduced by three different approaches: by pertaining it to 
dynamical variables; by quantizing the classical expression of time; taken as the restriction 
of energy shift generator to the Hilbert space of a physical system.   
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1. Introduction  
Traditionally, time enters quantum mechanics as a parameter rather than a dynamical 
operator. As a consequence, the investigations on tunneling time, arrival time and traversal 
time, etc., still remain controversial today [1-19]. On the one hand, one imposes 
self-adjointness as a requirement for any observable; on the other hand, according to Pauli's 
argument [20-23], there is no self-adjoint time operator canonically conjugating to a 
Hamiltonian if the Hamiltonian spectrum is bounded from below. A way out of this 
dilemma set by Pauli's objection is based on the use of positive operator valued measures 
(POVMs) [19, 22-26]: quantum observables are generally positive operator valued 
measures, e.g., quantum observables are extended to maximally symmetric but not 
necessarily self-adjoint operators, in such a way one preserves the requirement that time 
operator be conjugate to the Hamiltonian but abandons the self-adjointness of time operator.   
In this paper, general time operators are constructed by three different approaches. In the 
following, the natural units of measurement ( 1c= == ) is applied.  
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2. Mandelstam–Tamm version of non-self-adjoint time operator  
The time-energy uncertainty relation has been a controversial issue and has many 
versions. However, the Mandelstam–Tamm version [27] of the time-energy uncertainty is 
the most widely accepted nowadays, where the time deviation  is given by a 
characteristic time associated with some dynamical variables. Similarly, we will show that 
time operator can be introduced by pertaining it to dynamical variables. Let  be a 
non-stationary observable (but does not depend explicitly on time t: 
TΔ
Fˆ
ˆ 0F t∂ ∂ = ), in 
Heisenberg picture it satisfies the Heisenberg equation of motion for  Fˆ
                  ˆ ˆi d d [ , ]ˆF t F H= .                                (1) 
Assume that whenever ˆd dF t  is nonzero such that it has the inverse  
                  1ˆ ˆ(d d ) i([ , ])F t F H− = 1ˆ − .                               (2)  
If 1ˆ ˆ[(d d ) , ] 0F t H− = , i.e., 1ˆ ˆ ˆ[([ , ]) , ] 0F H H− = , one can introduce a time operator  as 
follows: 
1ˆT
             
1 1
1
1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ (d d ) (d d ) ] 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ  i[ ([ , ]) ([ , ]) ] 2
T F F t F t F
F F H F H F
− −
− −
= − +
= − + .                         (3) 
Using Eqs. (1)-(3) and 1ˆ ˆ ˆ[([ , ]) , ] 0F H H− = , one has  
                    ,                                        (4) 1ˆ ˆ[ , ] iH T =
i.e.,  and 1ˆT Hˆ  form a canonically conjugate pair. Owing to the fact that the Hamiltonian 
spectrum is bounded from below, the time operator  satisfying Eq. (4) is not self-adjoint. 
However, according to the formalism of POVMs [21-26], it can represent an observable.  
1ˆT
As an example, assume that in (1+1) dimensional space-time (t, x), a freely moving 
particle (with mass m) has position x and momentum ˆ ip x= − ∂ ∂ , and its the Hamiltonian 
is denoted as 2ˆ ˆ 2H p m= . Let Fˆ x= , applying Eq. (3) and ˆ[ , ] ix p = , one has 
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                  1 11ˆ ˆ ˆ(T m p x xp
− −= − + ) 2 ,                         (5) 
or in the momentum representation,  
                     1
i 1 1ˆ (
2
mT )
p p p p
∂ ∂= − +∂ ∂ ,                          (6) 
it is the free-motion time-of-arrival operator that has been studied in many literatures (see 
for example, Ref.[11, 19, 21-26]). For the time being, the time operator is defined on a 
dense domain of the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the half real-line [11, 19, 
21-26], denoted as , where E corresponds to the eigenvalue of 20ˆ( ) ( ,d )T
+= =H LD R E
2ˆ ˆ 2H p m=  and .  { | 0 }E E+ = ≤ < +R ∞
3. Mandelstam–Tamm version of self-adjoint time operator  
In addition to the non-self-adjoint time operator  introduced by pertaining it to 
dynamical variables, based on the Mandelstam–Tamm version of the time-energy 
uncertainty, one can also introduce a self-adjoint time operator (say, ). For this purpose, 
let 
1ˆT
2ˆT
Aˆ  be a non-stationary observable (but does not depend explicitly on time t: ˆ 0A t∂ ∂ = ), 
in Heisenberg picture it satisfies the Heisenberg equation of motion for Aˆ  
                      ˆ ˆ ˆi d d [ , ]A t A H= .                          (7) 
Assume that whenever ˆd dA t  is nonzero such that it has the inverse 
1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ(d d ) i([ , ])A t A H− −= . Let Aˆ< >  denote the quantum mechanical average of Aˆ  (and so 
on), and then the variance of the Aˆ  distribution is  
                        2ˆ ˆ( )A A AΔ = < − < > > ,                     (8)  
and so on. The Mandelstam–Tamm version [27] of the time-energy uncertainty is  
                         2 1 2T HΔ Δ ≥ ,                             (9) 
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where  
                       2 ˆd dT A A tΔ Δ= < > .                      (10) 
On the other hand, similar to Eq. (8), that is, according to the definition of quantum 
mechanical variance, one has  
                      22 2 2ˆ ˆ(T T TΔ = < − < > >) .                     (11) 
Comparing Eqs. (11) with (10), a time operator  is introduced 2ˆT
                     2 ˆ ˆˆ d dT A A t= − < > .                           (12) 
In fact, using Eqs. (8) and (11)-(12), one can easily obtain Eq. (10). In contrast with , the 
time operator  generally does not satisfy Eq. (10). 
2ˆT
1ˆT
Because Aˆ  and Hˆ  are self-adjoint operators, and ˆ ˆ ˆd d i [ , ]A t A H< >= − < >  is a real 
c-number, the time operator  is a self-adjoint one. At the price of this, one can show that 
the canonical commutation relation between  and 
2ˆT
2ˆT Hˆ  holds only in the sense of 
quantum-mechanical average 
                          2ˆ ˆ[ , ] iH T< >= ,                           (13) 
which is similar to the Gupa-Bleuler formalism of Lorentz gauge quantization of 
electromagnetic field (see for example, Ref. [28]), where assume that the expectation value 
of Aμμ∂ , rather than Aμμ∂  itself, vanishes: 0Aμμ< ∂ >=  ( Aμ  ( 0,1, 2,3μ = ) represents 
the electromagnetic 4-potential). 
As an example, let us consider the standard example of a particle in a constant field [22, 
29], e.g., in the case of a freely falling particle in a homogeneous force filed. The 
Hamiltonian is 2ˆ ˆ 2 ˆH p m mgq= + , where  denotes the position operator satisfing qˆ
ˆ 0q t∂ ∂ =  and , one has ˆ ˆ[ , ] iq p =
 4
         ˆˆ ˆd d i [ , ] i ip t p H mg mg< >= − < >= − < − >= − .                (14) 
Now choose ˆ ˆA p=  as the dynamical variable, via Eq. (12) the time operator  is  2ˆT
               2 ˆ ˆˆ ˆd dT A A t p m= − < > = g ,                            (15) 
which can be ascribed to the time of arrival to zero momentum rather than to a specified 
position. In the present case, it is easy to show that 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ , ] [ , ] iH T H T< >= = , i.e., the 
commutation relation between  and 2ˆT Hˆ  also holds in the usual sense. Therefore,  
will do as a self-adjoint operator canonically conjugate to the Hamiltonian 
2ˆT
Hˆ , which does 
not contradict Pauli's theorem because the present Hamiltonian is unbounded.  
4. Time operator derived from quantizing the classical expression of time  
A natural way of introducing time operator is based on the usual quantization procedure. 
As an example, let us consider the arrival time of free particles in (1+1) dimensional 
space-time. The classical expression for the arrival time at the origin x0=0 of a freely 
moving particle having position x and uniform velocity v, is t x v= − . In a nonrelativistic 
theory, the particle of rest mass m has momentum 0p mv= ≠  such that t mx= − p . The 
transition from the classical expression to a quantum-mechanical description requires us to 
replace all dynamical variables with the corresponding linear operators, and symmetrize the 
classical expression. In this manner, one can obtain the nonrelativistic free-motion 
time-of-arrival operator ( ˆ ip x= − ∂ ∂ ) 
             1 1non nonˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) 2T T x p m p x xp
− −= = − + .                 (16) 
Using the Hamiltonian 2ˆ ˆ 2H p m=  and ˆ[ , ] ix p = , one can easy show that nonˆ ˆ[ , ]T H i= − . 
The nonrelativistic time-of-arrival operator given by Eq. (16) has been studied thoroughly 
in previous literatures [11, 19, 21, 22]. 
In a similar manner, one can introduce a relativistic free-motion time-of-arrival operator. 
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In the relativistic case, in the natural units of measurement ( 1c= == ), the classical 
expression for the arrival time at the origin x0=0 of a freely moving particle having position 
x and uniform velocity v, is t=-x/v=-x(E/p), where the minus in t=-x(E/p) describes the past, 
E is the relativistic energy of the particle satisfying 2 2E p m2= + . Replacing all dynamical 
variables with the corresponding linear operators, and symmetrize the classical expression 
t x v Ex= − = − p , one can obtain the relativistic time operator as follows: 
       1 1 1 1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 6)[ ( ) ( ) ]T x p H p x xp p x xp H p Hx xHp− − − − −= − + + + + + 1ˆ ˆ − .   (17) 
In the momentum representation, the Hamiltonian is denoted as H, Eq. (17) becomes 
      i 1 1 1 1 1 1ˆ ˆ( , ) [ ( ) ( ) ]
6
T x p H H H H
p p p p p p p p p p p p
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= − + + + + +∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ .   (18) 
For our purpose, let us assume that whenever 0p ≠ , i.e., 2 2E m≠ .  
Firstly, as a simple example, let us consider the free spin-0 particles. For the moment, for 
simplicity let H E= , using p p E E∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂  and rewriting  as , one 
has 
ˆ ˆ( , )T x p K-Gˆ ˆ( , )T x p
          
2
K-G 2 2
ˆ ˆ( , ) i[ ]
2 ( )
mT x p
E E E m
∂= − −∂ − ,                        (19) 
which implies that the canonical commutation relation ˆ[ , ] iT H = − . Furthermore, one can 
simplify Eq. (19) by passing from the momentum representation to the energy 
representation, the relation between the amplitudes for expansions over eigenstates 
normalized respectively to ( p p )δ ′−  and ( )E Eδ ′−  being 
                  
1 42 2 2
K-G K-G K-G
[ ( )]p E E E m p→ = − ,                (20) 
which implies that, in the energy representation, Eq. (19) becomes  
                 K-Gˆ ( ) iT E E= − ∂ ∂ .                                    (21) 
Now, let us consider the free Dirac particles in (1+1) dimensional space-time. The 
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time-of-arrival operator  is given by Eq. (17) or (18), with the Hamiltonian being DiracTˆ
         1ˆ ˆH p mα β= + , or 1H p mα β= + ,                          (22) 
where 1α  and β  are the Dirac matrices satisfying 2 21 1α β= =  and 1 1 0α β βα+ = . One 
can easily examine the canonical commutation relation Diracˆ ˆ[ , ]T H i= − . Substituting Eq. (22) 
into Eq. (17), one has 
             Dirac 1ˆ ˆ( , )T x p x ˆα βτ= − − ,                                (23) 
where  
              1 1nonˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) 2T x p m p x xpτ − −= − = +                            (24) 
is called the proper time-of-arrival operator. In fact, using the classical expressions for the 
relativistic time-of-arrival t xE= − p  one has 2 2 2( )t x xm p 2τ− = = , and then the 
nonrelativistic time-of-arrival xm p±  plays the role of proper time-of-arrival. By 
quantization, Eq. (24) represents the nonrelativistic time-of-arrival operator when a particle 
with the momentum p, initially at the origin and passes point x, and then τˆ  also represents 
the proper time-of-arrival operator, its classical expression is xm pτ = . It is interesting to 
note that, the time operator Dirac 1ˆ ˆT x ˆα βτ= − −  is to 2 2t x 2τ= + , as the Hamiltonian 
1
ˆ ˆH p mα β= +  is to , which shows us a duality between the coordinate space 
and the momentum space. 
2 2E p m= + 2
5. Time operator as the restriction of energy shift generator  
Physical observables involve energy differences and not the absolute value of the energy, 
and do not depend on the choice of zero-energy reference point. To display this kind of 
physical property, let us consider a system described by the Schrödinger equation  
                 ˆi t H t
t
∂ =∂ ,                                    (25) 
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where Hˆ  stands for the Hamiltonian. Let  denote the set of real numbers (also called 
the full real line), a c-number energy parameter 
R
e∈R  is introduced, which has the 
dimension of energy and does not depend explicitly on the space-time coordinate 
( , )x tμ = x : 0e xμ∂ ∂ =  ( 0,1, 2,3μ = ). In terms of the energy parameter e rewriting  
               ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) (0)H H e H e= = + , ,0t t= ,                           (26) 
Eq. (25) becomes 
                 ˆi ,0 ( ) ,0t H e t
t
∂ =∂ ,                                   (27) 
Assume that the spectrum of  is ˆ (0)H { | 0 }E E+ = ≤ < +∞R , as for a system with the 
Hamiltonian ˆ ˆ( ) (0)H e H= + e , its zero-energy reference point is referred to as e, because 
the spectrum of ˆ ( )H e  is { | }E e E≤ < +∞ . By rewriting Eq. (25) as Eq. (27), the 
e-dependence, i.e., the dependence of the zero-energy reference point, is carried by the 
Hamiltonian ˆ ˆ ( )H H e= , and the degree of freedom related to the zero-energy reference 
point is displayed explicitly. For each given e, the spectrum of the Hamiltonian ˆ ( )H e  is 
always bounded from below.  
Let  denote the Hilbert space spanned by the eigenstates of eH ˆ ( )H e ,  denote the 
union of  for all : 
H
eH e∈R
                      ,                                   (28) e
e∈
=H
R
∪ H
)
which is called the whole Hilbert space. In general,  is the Hilbert space of square 
integrable functions on [ , , while  is the Hilbert space of square integrable 
functions on . Moreover, the set of , i.e., { , 
eH
)e +∞ H
( ,−∞ +∞ eH eH e∈R } form a lattice [30].  
  As mentioned above, by Eq. (27) the Hamiltonian ˆ ˆ ( )H H e=  carries the e-dependence. 
Another alternative is to peel off the e-dependence from the operator and associate it with 
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the state by the following equation: 
              1 2 1ˆ ˆ,0 ( ) ,0 , (0) ,t H e t t e H t e= 2 ,                          (29)   
where  
            
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ,0) (0) ( ,0)
ˆ, ( ,0) ,0
ˆ ˆˆ( ,0) exp(i ) exp[i( 0) ]
H e V e H V e
t e V e t
V e eS e S
+⎧ =⎪⎪ ≡⎨⎪ ≡ = −⎪⎩
,                           (30) 
where  stand for the hermitian conjugate of ,  is 
called energy shift operator,  is the generator of . To guarantee that  be a 
unitary operator and stand for a symmetry transformation in physics, the domain of , 
 say, should be chosen as a dense domain of , which for convenience, is denoted 
as (and so on) 
ˆˆ ( ,0) exp( i )V e eS+ = − ˆ ( ,0)V e ˆ ( ,0)V e
Sˆ ˆ ( ,0)V e ˆ ( ,0)V e
Sˆ
ˆ( )SD H
                .                                     (31) ˆ( ) e
e
S
∈
= =H
R
D ∪ H
= −
For the moment the energy-shift generator  is self-adjoint. Using Eqs. (26), (29) and (30), 
one can obtain the commutation relation that is valid in any closed subset of   
Sˆ
ˆ( )SD
                .                               (32) ˆ ˆˆ ˆ[ (0), ] [ ( ), ] iH S H e S=
In terms of ,0t  and ˆ ( )H e  (and so on) one establishes a generalized Heisenberg picture, 
while in terms of ,t e  and  (and so on) one works in a generalized Schrödinger 
picture. Therefore, one has two equivalent approaches to describe the dependence of the 
zero-energy reference point: choosing a new zero-energy reference-point, in the generalized 
Heisenberg picture one may keep the state vectors unchanged, while in the generalized 
Schrödinger picture one may keep the physical operators unchanged. By Eq. (30) the two 
pictures are related to each other by the unitary operator .  
ˆ (0)H
ˆ ( ,0)V e
Using Eq. (30) one can easily show that, in the generalized Schrödinger picture, Eq. (27) 
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becomes 
                ˆi , (0) ,t e H t e
t
∂ =∂ .                                 (33) 
In general, starting from an operator ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ,0) (0) ( ,0)F e V e F V e+=  with ˆ (0) 0F e∂ ∂ = , 
one can easily obtain, in the generalized Heisenberg picture 
                 
ˆd ( ) ˆˆi[ ( ), ]
d
F e F e S
e
= ,                                 (34) 
Eq. (34) is called the Heisenberg-like equation. Likewise, in the generalized Schrödinger 
picture, one can easily obtain 
                 ˆi , ,t e S t e
e
∂− =∂ ,                                 (35) 
Eq. (35) is called the Schrödinger-like equation, which is also referred to as describing the 
energy shift of states of a system.  
Furthermore, if a physical quantity M satisfies 0M e∂ ∂ = , M is called a conserved 
quantity with respect to e (i.e., M has a value constant in e), which implies that M is 
invariant under the energy-shift transformation. For example, let {En} (n=0,1,2…) stand for 
an energy level structure, then the energy level interval mn m nE E EΔ = −  ( , 
) is invariant under the energy-shift transformation. Correspondingly, under the 
energy-shift transformation, the invariance of a system implies the independence of 
zero-energy reference point, i.e., the energy-shift symmetry. 
, 0,1, 2,...m n =
m n≠
Now, let us consider the eigenequation: 
        ˆ (0) ,0 ,0H E E E= , ( [0, )E∈ +∞ ).                        (36) 
Here for convenience the eigenstate E  is rewritten as ,0E  (note that it is related to 
,t e  rather than to ,0t ). In the generalized Schrödinger picture, using the energy-shift 
operator  one makes a unitary transformation ˆˆ ( ,0) exp(i )V e eS=
 10
           ˆ,0 , exp(i ) ,0E E E e eS E= → ≡ , ( e∈R ).                   (37) 
Owing to the commutation relation ˆˆ[ (0), exp(i )] exp(i )ˆH eS e eS= , one has  
           ˆ (0) , ( ) ,H E e E e E e= + , ( [0, )E∈ +∞ ).                        (38) 
That is, the new state ,E e  is also the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian  with the 
eigenvalue 
ˆ (0)H
( )E e+ . Comparing Eq. (38) with Eq. (36) one has ,E e E e= + ,0 , Eq. (38) 
can be rewritten as 
         ˆ (0) ,0 ( ) ,0H E e E e E e+ = + + , ( ( ) [ ,E e e )+ ∈ +∞ ).               (39) 
On the other hand, in the generalized Heisenberg picture, an equivalent description for the 
transformation (37) can be obtained, where the state vector ,0E E=  keeps unchanged, 
while the Hamiltonian operator transforms as follows 
      ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(0) ( ) exp( i ) (0)exp(i ) (0)H H e eS H eS H e→ = − = + , ( e∈R ).             (40) 
Because of , the generator  keeps invariant: . Therefore, 
in the generalized Heisenberg picture Eq. (38) or (39) becomes 
ˆ ˆ[ , ] 0S S = Sˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(0) ( ) (0)S S e S→ =
          ˆ ˆ( ) ,0 [ (0) ] ,0 ( ) ,0H e E H e E E e E= + = + , ( [0, )E∈ +∞ ).           (41) 
Comparing Eq. (41) with Eq. (36), one can show that, the transformation (37) or (40) is 
equivalent to putting the system with the Hamiltonian  into a constant and uniform 
potential field with the potential of e, such that the new Hamiltonian is 
ˆ (0)H
ˆ ˆ( ) (0)H e H= + e . In 
other words, the transformation from Eq.(36) to (41) is identical with changing the 
zero-energy reference point of the system from 0 to e. The equivalence between Eqs. (41) 
and (36) shows us the energy-shift symmetry, i.e., the independence of the zero-energy 
reference points.  
It is very important to note that, as shown in Eq. (38) or (39), on the one hand, for all 
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e∈R , all possible eigenstates of  span the whole Hilbert space ; on the 
other hand, once a zero-energy reference point e is given, the Hilbert space of the system is 
given by 
ˆ (0)H e
e∈
=H
R
∪ H
{ , }e E e=H , for the moment the spectrum of ˆ ˆ( ) (0)H e H e= +  is bounded from 
below (i.e., ). Therefore, only a part of eigenstates of  represent the 
physical states of the system, they span the Hilbert space 
( ) [ ,E e e+ ∈ +∞) ˆ (0)H
{ , }e E e=H  for the given 
zero-energy reference point e, and in { , }e E e=H  the Hamiltonian spectrum is bounded 
from below; while the other eigenstates of  stand for the unphysical states, they 
belong to the Hilbert space 
ˆ (0)H
( )e−H H  and are valid only in the sense of mathematics 
(mathematically all coordinates and momentums included in the Hamiltonian can be any 
complex number, such that the Hamiltonian spectrum can be unbounded in mathematics). 
The existence of the unphysical states presents no problem: the transition probability 
between the physical and unphysical states vanishes, which we will discuss later.   
As mentioned before, choosing a given zero-energy reference point , the physical 
system described by Eq. (38) or (39) is fixed on, and its Hilbert space is 
e∈R
{ , }e E e=H . On 
the other hand, the domain of the energy-shift generator  is a dense domain of 
. Due to Eq. (32), the restriction of  to the Hilbert space , denoted as , 
satisfies 
Sˆ
e
e∈
=H
R
∪ H Sˆ eH Tˆ
                ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ (0), ] [ ( ), ] iH T H e T= = − .                          (42) 
For the moment, . Eq. (42) implies that  represents the time 
operator of the system. Therefore, the time operator is the restriction of the energy-shift 
generator  to the Hilbert space of the system. Obviously  because of 
, i.e., they are independent of zero-energy reference point. 
ˆ ˆ( (0)) ( ) eH T= = HD D Tˆ
Sˆ ˆ ˆ( ) (0)T e T=
ˆ ˆ( ) (0)S e S=
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It is easy to prove that, the time operator  is not a self-adjoint operator, which due to 
the fact that, in the Hilbert space , the spectrum of the Hamiltonian is bounded from 
below (a related discussion can see Ref. [11], for example). As a result, the restriction of the 
energy-shift operator  to , i.e., , is no longer a unitary 
operator. For the moment, Pauli's objection is not valid. On the other hand, likewise, using 
the transformation 
Tˆ
eH
ˆˆ ( ,0) exp(i )V e eS= eH ˆexp(i )eT
ˆ,0 , =exp(i ) ,0E E e eT E→ , ( e∈R ), one can obtian all possible 
eigenstates of , where only a part of them represent the physical states, while the 
others are valid only in the sense of mathematics. 
ˆ (0)H
Now, let us prove that the transition probability between the physical states and 
unphysical states vanishes. For convenience, let 0 { ,0 }E=H  be the Hilbert space of a 
system, and the orthonormality and completeness relations are given by 
         0
d ,0 ,0 1
,0 ,0 ( )
E E E
E E E Eδ
+∞⎧ =⎪⎨ ′ ′= −⎪⎩
∫ , , [0,E E )′∈ +∞ .                      (43) 
Let  
              ( , , ) ,0 ,C E E e E E e′ ′≡ ,                                   (44) 
where ,E e  is obtained by ˆ,0 , =exp(i ) ,0E E e eT E→ , e∈R . Using Eqs. (43)-(44) 
one has  
             
0
, d ( , , )E e E C E E e Eλ λ λ
+∞= ∫ ,0 .                             (45) 
Consider that 
            
ˆ,0 (0) , ,0 ( ) ,
                           ( ) ( , , )
E H E e E E e E e
E e C E E e
′ ′= +
′= + ,                         (46) 
          0
ˆ ˆ,0 (0) , ,0 (0) d ( , , ) ,0
                            ( , , )
E H E e E H E C E E e E
E C E E e
λ λ λ
+∞′ ′=
′ ′=
∫ ,             (47) 
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one has 
          ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )e C E E e E C E E e′ ′ ′+ = e, ( ∈R
)
).                        (48) E
Applying Eqs. (36)-(39) one can discuss Eq. (48) as follows:  
1). If , one has ( ) [0,E e+ ∈ +∞ , ,0E e E e= + ∈ 0 { ,0 }E=H , i.e., ,E e  is also a 
physical state of the system. Using Eqs. (43)-(44) and (48) one has 
            ( , , ) ,0 , ( )C E E e E E e E E eδ′ ′ ′= = − −
)
.                         (49) 
2). If , because ( ) [0,E e+ ∉ +∞ [0, )E′∈ +∞  one has E e E′+ ≠ , then Eq. (48) implies 
that  
             ( , , ) ,0 , 0C E E e E E e′ ′= ≡
)
.                                 (50) 
On the other hand, the condition ( ) [0,E e+ ∉ +∞ implies that ,E e  is no longer a 
physical state of the system: , ,0E e E e= + ∉ 0 { ,0 }E=H . Therefore, Eq. (50) implies 
that the transition probability ( 2( , , )C E E e′∝ ) between the physical state ,0E  and the 
unphysical state ,E e  ( e ) vanishes. According to the time-dependent perturbation 
theory of quantum mechanics, all the perturbed states of a system can be expressed as a 
linear combination of the physical states of the system, then the transition probabilities 
between the perturbed states and the unphysical states also vanish. Therefore, the time 
operator , as the restriction of the energy-shift generator  to the Hilbert space of a 
physical system, can be introduced without presenting any problem. 
E< −
Tˆ Sˆ
6. Discussions and conclusions  
Up to now, we have shown that time operator can be introduced by three different 
approaches.  
By pertaining time operator to dynamical variables, one either preserves the requirement 
that time operator be conjugate to the Hamiltonian but abandons the self-adjointness of time 
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operator, or maintains the self-adjointness of time operator, but the canonical commutation 
relation between time operator and the Hamiltonian is valid only in the sense of 
quantum-mechanical average. This method is similar to the Mandelstam–Tamm version of 
the time-energy uncertainty. 
By quantizing the classical expression of time, one can obtain a time operator. That is, the 
transition from the classical expression to a quantum-mechanical description requires us to 
symmetrize the classical expression and replace all dynamical variables with the 
corresponding linear operators. However, this method is not valid for tunneling time, 
because quantum tunneling is a purely quantum-mechanical effect, and there does not exist 
any classical expression for tunneling time. 
The method that taking time operator as the restriction of energy shift generator is based 
on the fact that: physical observables involve energy differences and not the absolute value 
of the energy, which implies that physical laws do not depend on the choice of zero-energy 
reference point. The energy-shift operator is defined on a dense domain of the Hilbert space 
of square integrable functions on the full real-line. On the other hand, as the Hamiltonian 
spectrum of a physical system is bounded from below, the time operator of the system must 
be defined on a dense domain of the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the half 
real-line. As a result, the energy-shift generator is a Naimark's dilation of the time operator, 
while the time operator corresponds to the restriction of the energy-shift generator to the 
Hilbert space of the system, and it is not a self-adjoint operator. However, according to the 
formalism of POVMs, the time operator can still represent an observable. Therefore, the 
traditional concept of observables can be extended in such a way: if an operator is 
self-adjoint in a Hilbert space, then its restriction to a subspace of the Hilbert space can 
represent an observable (even if it is no longer a self-adjoint operator). 
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